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ABSTRACTS

Do R&D Subsidies Tra璐form the Low—．Price Competition of Firms’Export? (4)
Liu Bin．Xin Weitao

(‰如e珊i￡y Q厂h￡ern班ion以Bwiness帆d眈。几omics，Bei面埘JDDD29)
Abstract： With the intensification of competition in the international market and the prevalence of

global trade protectionism，it is urgent to transform the export mode of“low—priee competition”．R&D subsi—

dies are not only an industrial policy tool for stimulating innovation，but also an important type of subsidy

aUowed by WT0 subsidy mles．‘rhe effbcts of R&D subsidies，as the“visible hand”，on finns’expon has

been mainly examined in this paper．The results show that R&D subsidies increase the export prices but re—

duce the export quantities，with no significant ef玷ct on export volume．The quality improvement at the“ver—

tical 1evel'’within products and the technical complexity increase at the “horizontal level”among products

are the importam innueIicing mechanism of R&D subsidies on firms’expon．Further heterogeneity锄alysis
results show that R&D subsidies mainly affect the export of firms in highly—competitive and intellectual prop．

erty—intensive industries．Therefore，full attention to and rational use of R＆D subsidies can help firms foster

new adVantages in expon competition．This paper enriched the I．esearch on subsidies and trade，and provided

a reference for the refo功1 of WT0 subsidy mles and the transformation and upgrading of export trade．
’

Key words：R＆D subsidies；firms’export；industrial policy

The IIlstitutionaI MechaIlism and hlcentiVe Effect of Co—investment of Enterprise Managers

——Empirical Evidence from Project Co—iIlvestment

0f Listed ReaI Estate Companies in China (14)
Yu X1ao士en．Hua Yukun

(＆砌oZ Q厂№嘴舢眦，觋可io喈‰如e瑙毋Q厂死c危no如gy，凰m铲ku 3_f0∞3)
Abstract：The effectiVe incentiVe of managers is a hot issue in the long—term study of economics．This

paper analyzes the mechanism of the manager’s intemal co—investment institution in China’s corporate gov—

ernance arose in recent years， and finds that compared with the traditional incentive institutions such as the

stock option or the profit sharing based on the human c印ital to obtain the residual claim，the co—investment

institution helps to overcome the contractual defects of the unequal income and risk．Its mechanism 1ies in

that the managers inVest material capital in adVance as“mortgage”to undertake the operation risk，which can

enhance the managers’organizational commitment and loss aversion，drive the managers to achieve the dual

goVemance goals of self二motivation and self_restraint，and thus reduce the explicit and implicit agency costs．

Based on the empirieal test of project co—investment of listed real estate companies in China，it is fbund that

the internal co—inVestment institution can reduce the explicit agency cost，improve the business ped'0rmance

and inhibit the opportunistic behaVior of excessive risk—taking，but the incentive effbct—is generany dynamic

marginal decreasing and tends to short—tenll incentiVe goals．The enlightenment is that it is an important way

to innoVate the property right incentiVe institution of human capital in modem enterprises that the way of

managers to get residual claim is changed from purely based on human eapital into the one of managers add

material c印ital in advance at the same time and thus form a compound incentive contract aⅡangement，but

the long—term incentiVe goal is inseparable from the continuous institution supply．

Key words：residual claim ri出ts；co—inVestment；humarf capital；proper哆right incentive；agency cost
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Legal RegIllation on the础sk of False Basic Tra瑚action in Factoring

——on the Basis of ArticIe 763 of the Ci订l Code (26)

He Yinglai

(现i阮乃阳始辟锄翰珊踟扬8黯妙，＆彰i昭J00嬲7)
Abstract： The main reason for the frequent occun．ence of factoring disputes is that creditors and

debtors make up accounts receivable to defraud for factoring．Article 763 of the Civil Code limits the debtor

who fabrica土ed accounts receivable to defense on the ground of that the accounts receivable do not exist．The

rule is based on the principle of no defbnse， and supplemented by the exception of “the factor knows”，

while assigning the burden of proof to the debtor who raises the defbnse．It is successfhl to prevent the oc．

currence of credit risk with lower social cost．Therefbre． it is a measure in line with cost—benefit theorv．

HoweVer，the proViso improperly expands the scope of pIDtection fbr the reliance interest of bona fide third

parties．In the context of the same code，the standard of power appearance responsibility should not be mul—

tiple．In tenlls of legal interpretation，it is adVisable to fill in the loopholes in the exception of “the factor

knows”，which should be interpreted as “the factor knows or should know”in accordance with the legal

principle and the mainstream view of referee，so as to efkctively resolve the connict of svstem interpretation．

Key words：factoring；fictitious accounts receivable；debtor’s defense；bona fide third party；reliance

interest；responsibility f．or appearance of right

IsⅡlegal Construction Entitled to Real mght in Customary Law? (35)

习阳Congzhou

(L伽Sc胁oZ，Z妣帆跏如e瑙毋，肠删帆JD钌』9)
Abstract：In the legal precedents of Chinese Taiwan，buyers of illegal constmctions are entitled to the

“de facto dght of disposition"。However，a recent judgement changed such attitude and almost confi砌ed its

nature as “real right in customary law”，which deserVes to delVe deeper．711he de facto right of disposition

constitutes incomplete ownership f．unctions，which specificaⅡy does not incorporate contents of the de jure

ri曲t of di印osition and the right to claim for the retum of pr叩eny．Given that the“Constmction Law”of Chi-

nese Taiwan does not protect the proprietary right on an iUegal constmction and laws can also set restrictions

on a property right，the property right of an illegal construction shall not be accepted by the civil law，and

its con．esponding legal protection shall b9 weaken based on its illegal nature．】Ⅵeanwhile，the return of pos—

session and the retum of possessoIy interest are theoretically distinguished as unjustified enrichment in pay—

ment type and unjustified enrichment in non—payment type．To sum up，when requesting the return of pos-

session， the buyer of an iUegal constmction does not have the right to claim fbr return， the right to claim

damages of property right or the right to claim fbr retum of unjustified enrichment，and he is merely entitIed

to conduct remedies based on inf-ringement of possession．

Key words：illegal constmction；de facto right of disposition；real r远ht in customary law；unjustified
enrich瑚ent

On the Purpose of Action in the IUsk S6ciety (44)

Zhang Kangzhi

(&危ooZ旷n6Zic Admin瓠t九竹ion，z危巧矗zr皤Go憎九c}ng已h扬e，丐i纱，三f帕危ou 3JDDJ8)

Abstract：Under the condition of low complexity and low uncertainty in the industrial society，there is

a dialectical relationship between action objective．and purpose．Generally speaking，action objectives are the

concretization of a purpose．A purpose can be renected by multiple objectives，while the realization of multi—

ple objectiVes means approaching the puIpose．The puIpose is contained in the multiple objectives，and also

exists in the process of action towards the objectives．The aetion objectives must be reasonable in the sense of

scientific rationality and technical rationality．0rganizations are actorS， and aIl objectives with social at_
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tributes are achieVed through organizational action．’Ihe basic organizational土。聊o±1ndustrial soclety is bu—

reaucratic organization，while in the risk society with its hi出coⅡ1pleXity and h培h uncertainty，the appropri—

ate actor is cooperative organization．Bureaucratic organizations always act on the basis of objectiVes．Except
for the leaders of the organizations，f色w people pay attention to the purposes of the organizations．Difkrent

froIIi the bureaucratic o蜡anization，the high complexity and high uncertainty of the basic condition of action

means that the cooperative organization cannot set objectivbs for itself，rather it always caⅡies out the purpose

of human symbiosis and co—existence，and undenakes tasks and conducts action directly for this puIpose．

Key words：risk society；action；purposiveness；rationality；cooperatiVe aetion

Res电arch on the IIIfluencing Factors of China’s Urban—RuralIncome Gap

from the PerspectiVe of Inc锄e Structure (54)

Ii’ang Yil，Wei Jian2

(1．Bt坫iness．sc危ooZ，五2in Dh劫e瑚i耖，C％a呼矗un J3DD0』；

2。Gu拓九。弘E觑妇e，3i沙(矿n乃(EHce觎d JElco，}o”}ics，G强iy8ng 55DDDJ)

Abstract：The income g印between urban and mral areas is an urgent social problem in the new period

after China gets rid of absolute poverty， and the income stmcture of rural residents has a significant impact

on the income gap between urban and rural areas．The author selected CFPS data and used quantile regres—

sion method to systematically analyze the cuⅡent situation and causes of urban—mral income g印in mral ar-

eas of China．It is found that the wage income， operating income， property income and transfer income of

Iural residents have different impacts on the income gap between urban and rural areas under different quan—

tile conditions，and operating income is still the most important source of income for 11lral residents．After

20 14，the role of wage income and property income in curbing the income gap between urban and mral areas

has become increasingly prominent．7Ihnsfer income improved after 2016．Based on this，the author puts for—

ward relevant policy suggestions．

Key words：income gap；inequality of income；income stmcture；quantile regression

Basic Equality and Limited DifferencP：Theoreticdl Logic and Simulation Assessment

of Endogenous Fairness in Endowment Insurance (66)

Zhong Chao

(Sc幻8Z妒Go移em黜m，地面i粥魄匆e凇渺，舷啄i昭2』O睨3)
Abstract：Equity is a controversial 10ng—tenn core issue in the key redistributive field一一endowment in—

surance．And endogenous equity is an essential issue which has been ne舀ected for a long time in the re—

search of endowment insurance equity in China．From the perspective of eVolution and deyelopment of dis—

tributive equity theory，the eclectic view of equity oriented by“basic equality—limited diH'erence”is surpass—

ing the liberal view of equity oriented by“staning equality and process equality”and the egalit盯ian View of

equity oriented by“result equality"，becoming a shared value of equity．In the field of endowment insurance，

the endogenous equity logic combining “basic equality”and “limited difference”has gradually become an

international consensus．Based on the simulation assessment， this paper finds that there is a serious lack of

endogenous equity in the basic endowment insurance of Chinese enterprise employees， among which the

“basic equalitv’’of basic pension is extremely insufficient and the “limited difkrence”of individual account

pension is relatively insufficient．nis leads to，a huge g印in endowment insurance benefits among employees

with different income levels， wage gr6wth rates and payment years．At its root， the cuⅡent system distorts

and dissimilates the equity value．At the cmcial point of promoting the national p001ing of endowmem insur—

ance and building a moderately prosperous society in all respects，it is extremely realistic and urgent to en—

hance the endogenous equity of endowment insurance．

Key words：endowment insurance；redistribution of income；equity；equality；dif&renee
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The Phenomenology of Person and“the SyntheticaI Principle A Priori”

Ni Liangkang

(79)

(D印叭me眦Q厂觋洳sop砂，夙巧i帆g踟劫e瑙渺，脚五oM 3JD∞8)
Abstract：Husserl once mentioned “the synthetical principle a priori"，and some of his diseiples also

understood phenomenological methods as “the synthetical principle a priori”in a certain sense．0n this ac．

count， the transcendental clue of development from Descartes—Kant—Fichte to Husserl and his foUowers

contains a deseriptiVe Vein of methodology of“the synthetical prineiple a pr主ori”． “Apriori一印osteri捌”and
“fom—material”are not two pairs of oVedapping concepts．The “a priori”and “synthetical"of the phe．

nomenology of consciousness can be given the bmad senses as foUows： “a priori”mean8 some potential ca—

paci哆出a￡c。nsciousness ori百ndly owns； “syn出etjcal”refers to a syn出etic act convening the v捌ous sense

data or experiential phenomena into some individual correlate of consciousness or the correlate of conscious—

ness as a whole．A priori is a latent c印ability whereas synthetic is a real act．They correspond to the phe．

nomenology of c印ability and that of act respectively．The phenomenolo西sts of consciousness need this“the

syntheticd principle a priori”to reply and deal with Husserl’s remark of “all the widths and depths of phe—

nomenoIogical philosophy，all its coⅡlplexity”．

Key words：a priori posteriori；fb玎=玎·matter；the phenomenology of potentiality；the phenomenology of act

On the Dialectic Meaning of CQpuIa“is”in Judgment：
From the PerspectiVe of the UIlity of Dialectics，Epistemology and Lo西c (94)

Zhang Dongfeng

(z危巧i(}r皤4 c础，，纱Q厂Soci以Jsc沈凡ces，点r血略九oM 3JDDD7)

Abstract：In the basic form of judgment“S is P”，copula“is”is the core of judgment，but it is also the

most dif-ficult to understand．Dif．ferent logicians have diff．erent inteIpretations of “is”，and difE色rent opinions

are unanimous on“is”．On t11e one hand，this paper studies the meaning of the copula“is’’in judgment fI．om

the perspectiVe of the unity of dialectics，epistemology and logic．Standing on the height of MarXist episte—

mology and materialist dialectics，it goes beyond the logic paIIadigm and broadens the tIuth meaning of“is”．

0n the other hand，from the standpoint of Marxist theory of renection and practice，this paper criticizes the

one—sided and narrow understanding of copula “is”by Hegel’s logicalism，logical eⅡ1piricism and logical

T}anscendentalism，and demonstrates the essenee of judgment and the出aleetical meaning of its eopuIa“is”．

The development f而m the law of contradiction to the theory of contradiction of Marxism has objective in—

evitability，and the contradiction of MaD【ism is the fundamental law that govems the whole real wodd and

social life。

Key words：judgment；copula“is”；dialectics；Hegel；law of contradiction；theoIy of contradiction

Restoring the Legitimacy of Anthropocentrism

——Scruton’s Animal Ethics and Its Comment

Ding Yichao

(101)

(饥疵配把旷吼izos叩妙，肌册曲面A c口如呵Q厂50c泓5ciences，s危彻珈反2DD2订)
Abstract：Since Riehard R，der coined the tenn speciesism，anti—speciesism has been the ideological

foundation of the eontemporary 1animal protection moVement．Scmton argues that anti—speciesism shares a

similar lo舀c with left—wing liberalism．Neither utilitarianism nor deontology can reverse the fundamental

naws of anti—speciesism．In order to curb unIestricted personaI interests in the age of computational reason，

Scruton attempts to restore the legitimacy of anthropocent打sm and constmct a conseⅣative—friendly view of

aI】ima】ethjcs．
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Research on Wang Yangming’s Teaching Facts in

——An Analysis Centered on A Series of Letters by xi

Liu Hengwul，chen Ming)ran矿

Wel硼ing Academy

Shu to Wang YangIIling (109)

(1．几cM研。厂日um帆ifies勰d communic锄ion，M唧o‰劫e”咖，州n960 3J52JJ；

2．c02je鲈Q厂Mn耽ism，Js危觎咖面‰如e邢谚旷尻n帆ce帆d EconDmics，Js危觎崩反2D舛刀)
Abstract：The period of teaching in Guiyang is very important in the formation process of Wang Yang—

ming’s philosophical system．However，the related historical records about Wang Yangming’s actiVities in

Wenming academy in Guiyang are too deficient to make clear the detailed facts．Yuan Shan．、Anthology(《元山

文选》)written by Xi Shu(庙}书)who had ever been the o伍cial in charge of Guiyang’s education．Yuan Shan

Anthologv contains five letters and one article written by Xi Shu for Wang Yangming．These letters and doc—

ument cover the historical details of Wang Yangming’s teaching in Wenming Academy of Guiyang， and

show：During some period between the summer of 1508 and April of 1509，Wang Yangming was inVited by

Mao Ke to give lectures in Wenming Academy of Guiyang．FIDm 1e印September in 1 509 to December in

1509，Wang Y直ngming accepted the invitation by Xi Shu to teach in Wenming Academy for the second time．

Wenming Academy is the main platform for Xi Shu and Wang Yangming to know each other．During this，pe—

riod，the two scholars both hold similar attitude toward the iⅡ1perial ex踟ination and identical Views on the

purpose of Spring and Autumn Annals．Besides，they exchanged their ideas on I■Jiuyuan’s philosophy and

t11e theoIy of the unity of knowledge and action．

Key words：Wang Yangming；Wenming Academy；Xi Shu；letters

Two Ways in Which New vocabulary Entered old—style Poetry

in Recent History and the Transition of Its Writing Modes (117)

Zhou Mingchu，Xie Wentao

(Sc砌oZ醪日Mm识娩s，魏巧i∞谱孤劫e弼匆，H孵是D珏3J0∞8)
Abstract：New vocabulaIv entered Chinese 0ld—stvle P6etry in recent history can be divided into two

kinds．0ne is“New Name Vocabulary”which refers to concrete things and the other is“New Concept Vocab—

ulary"which refers to abstract knowledge．“New Name Vocabulary”was successively used as the theme of com—

mon poems 1ike fblk songs， the unit to build a poem by progressive poets and the background of a poem by

consenrative poets．、‘‘New Concept Vocabulary”was successively used in the poems by minor poets who could

be infbHned with relevant knowledge and in the common poems in order to spread relevant knowledge．These

two diff色rent ways is decided by vocabulary’s properties，the f色ature of diffbrent kinds of poem，the cogni·

tion and attitude of authors．The fact that these two kinds of vocabulaIv entered Chinese 0ld—style Poetry

made Chinese Old—style Poetry in recent history unique，and it also impacted on New—style PoetI．)r and other

foHns of art．

Key wOrds：new vocabulary；poems in recent history；writing modes

The DiscoVery of Locality and Its si删ncance in the History of NoVels

——The Historical ObserVation and Logic of Reality

On ContempOrary Local Chronicle NoVels

Zhou Baoxin，Jing Yaping

(127)

(＆^ooZ o厂日Mm口ni≠抬s帆d CommMn：c锄ion。Z危e“n，w￡肮如emi沙D厂屁凡帆ce帆d Eco几omics，日哗^oM 3JDDJ8)

Abstract：As the combination of history and geogr印hy，local chronicles haVe a narratiVe homology with

novels．In the tradition of Chinese novels． manv similarities are fbund between local chronicles and novels，

including the exchanging identities of chroniclers and novelists．In the field of Chinese contemporaIy novels，

the diseovery of locality and the large introduction of local chronicles into novels are the result of re—balanc—

ing the narratives of country／localitv and national histor如ocal history in the historical structure of Chinese

novels．The historieal sign沿eance of loeality and local chronicles introdueed in novels is great．In eontempo一
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rary noVels，it has resulted in a transition of focusing on the small and storytelling from a minute perspective

and reconstmction of diversity in geography，histo工y，aesthetics and language of China．

Key wOrds：local chronicles；contemporary noVels；historical obseⅣation；logic of reality

The Dispute of Jizhong(汲冢)and the Debate about the Authenticity

of the Lost Bamboo Slips 、 (136)

Zhou Shucan

(Sc九ooZ o厂Socie￡y，Sooc危ozu已h而e，苫ify，5L69矗ou 2』5J23)

Abstract：Since the unearthed bamboo books such as“‘I’he Bamboo Annals”and“‘rhe Biographv of the

Mu Enlperor”，they have long been highly valued by academia．So far，however，there are still many un．

soIVable mysteries on several key issues such as the date of the excavation of the Jizhong(汲冢)books，the
owner of the Jizhong (汲荔乏)tomb and its location．In the absence of materials， coⅡ1plete infb瑚ation and

sumcient eVidence，it is too absolute and arbitrary to determine the date of Jizhong(汲冢)as a late WaHing
States tomb，and to diseuss the date of Jizhong(汲冢)books，including“’Ihe Biogt．aphy of the Mu Emper—

or”and “The Bamboo Annals”．Since the 1990s，a large number of lost bamboo slips of unknown ori蟊n
and unclear background haⅣe been sorted out and published one after another．The sorting and publication of

Various lost bamboo slips proVided a wealth of new materials for tlle study of Chinese classical studies．At the

same time， it caused questions about the authenticity of the lost bamboo slips， such as Shanghai Museum

bamboo slips， Zhejiang UniVersity bamboo slips， Tsinghua bamboo slips， and Peking University bamboo

slips， as well as several replies and counterattacks．From the perspective of academic history，the above de—

bates are basically carTied out on the academic level，but the nature of the debates is quite complicated and

it is worth fhrther thinking．
’

Key words：Jizhong(汲冢)；Tomb owner；location；“The Biography of the Mu Emperor”；the lost bam—

boo sliDs

Analysis on the Reform of FacuIty EValuation System
in UIliverSities’Construction in the New Era

Lv蝎iang，Wu Jian

(144)

(Z危巧io，皤研。如e邢奶，，日nn铲^oM 3J0058)

Abstract：The development of facultv team is the key to the“double firSt—class”constmction，and a sci．

entific evaluation system is vital to motivate faculty to engage in creative academic activities． Guided bv

quality and contribution is the basic trend of faculty evaluation in wodd—class universities and domestic top

universities．And it is also an imponant subiect f打the implementation of the“0vemll Plan for Deepening the

Ref0珊of EducationELl EvaJuation in the New Era”．With the development of over 20 years，the evaluation of

faculty in domestic uniVersities has gone through a gradual evolution f士om quantified ped’ormance，classified

assessment，focusing on quality to th9 establishment of a diVerse evaluation system，which has strongly sup-

ported the constmction of a wodd—class universities．Combined with domestic to_p universities’reform prac．

tice，this article explores the basic trends and implementation priorities of universitv faculty evaluation re．

forms，and proposes improvement ideas．
’

Key words：university faculty；world—class universities；evaluation svstem

When It Comes to Reading，What Books to Read?

Lu Dunji

(Z危巧：c啪g Ac础，，可矿Soc彘以Scie凡ce5，何Ⅱ懈危oM 3JDDD7)

(150)
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